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Abstract

Ocean hazardous spills and search and rescue incidents are becoming more preva-

lent as maritime activities increase across all sectors of society. However, emer-

gency response time remains a factor due to the lack of information available to

accurately forecast the location of small objects. Existing drifting characterization

techniques are limited to objects whose drifting properties are not affected by on-

board wind and surface current sensors. To address this challenge, we study the

application of multirotor small unmanned aerial systems (sUAS), and embedded

navigation technology, for on-demand wind velocity and surface flow measure-

ments to characterize drifting properties of small objects. An off-the-shelf quadro-

tor was used to measure the speed and direction of the wind field at 10 m above

surface level near a drifting object. We also leveraged sUAS-grade attitude and

heading reference systems and GPS antennas to build water-proof tracking mod-

ules that record the position and orientation, as well of translational and rotational

velocities, of objects drifting in water. The quadrotor and water-proof tracking

modules were deployed during field experiments conducted in Claytor Lake, VA

and the Atlantic Ocean south of Martha’s Vineyard, MA to characterize the leeway

parameters of manikins simulating a person in water. Leeway parameters were
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found to be an order of magnitude within previous estimates that were derived

using conventional wind and surface current observations. We also determined

that multirotor sUAS and water-proof tracking modules can provide accurate and

high-resolution ambient information that is critical to understand how changes in

orientation affect the downwind displacement and jibing characteristics of small

objects floating in water. These findings support further development and applica-

tion of multirotor sUAS technology for leeway characterization and understanding

the effect of an object’s downwind-relative orientation on its drifting characteris-

tics.
Key words: Unmanned aircraft systems, UAS, multirotor sUAS, Search and

rescue, SAR, Atmospheric wind sensing.

1. Introduction1

Hazardous spills and search-and-rescue events have increased with more hu-2

man activity present in ocean environments [1–3]. Efforts to improve emergency3

response rely on trajectory models with low uncertainty bounds to localize drifting4

objects in minimum time [4, 5]. However, the uncertainty associated with search5

regions derived from trajectory models is limited by the accuracy of drift prop-6

erties available for irregularly-shaped objects (e.g., persons in distress, hazardous7

material, accident debris, plastic waste, and disabled vessels) [6, 7]. Moreover, drift8

information only exist for a relative small number of objects due to the time and9

cost involved to estimate drift parameters using conventional position tracking,10

wind, and surface flow sensors. Therefore, new techniques to characterize drift11

properties employing multirotor small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) tech-12

nology can help improve the uncertainty bounds of trajectory models, particularly13

for those test objects unable to house a suite of sensors.14

How floating objects move in the ocean under varied atmospheric and surface15

current conditions is characterized by leeway parameters. As described in [4], the16

leeway of an object is the motion resulting from wind and wave forcing relative17

to the ocean’s surface current. In practice, leeway parameters are estimated using18

inertial position, atmospheric wind and surface current measurements collected19

from an assortment of sensors during field experiments [4, 8]. Typically, position20
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tracking of drifting objects is conducted with on-board GPS antennas. The speed21

and direction of atmospheric wind is extrapolated to a height of 10 meters above22

sea level (ASL) using observations from in-situ sensors mounted on a drifting ob-23

ject or nearby remote sensors, and in special instances, leveraging high-resolution24

weather models. The surface current near an object is measured directly using a25

flowmeter or indirectly using a GPS-equipped surface drifter, and in unique sit-26

uations, employing remote sensors as well. However, for the common scenario,27

where only in-situ observations of wind and surface flow are feasible, reliable lee-28

way experiments are only possible for objects whose drift properties are unaltered29

by on-board sensors. Hence, exploring new alternatives to measure wind and sur-30

face current is necessary to expand the leeway information available for small and31

irregularly-shaped objects whose footprint is smaller than 3 meters.32

Employing multirotor sUAS technology to measure wind and surface currents33

can help overcome limitations of leeway characterization methods. Already, multi-34

rotor sUAS have been leveraged for measuring atmospheric parameters in studies35

related to atmospheric transport [9, 10], weather forecasting [11–13], and climate36

change [14–16]. These systems are low cost, portable, mobile, and easy to deploy37

and recover from constrained environments, which is ideal for on-demand and38

targeted wind observations near a drifting object [17]. Moreover, the navigation39

system on board a multirotor sUAS, which includes an attitude and heading refer-40

ence system (AHRS) and GPS antenna, can be re-purposed for position and orien-41

tation tracking of drifting objects. Combined, these adaptations of UAS technology42

during field experiments can facilitate the expansion of leeway data bases used as43

inputs for trajectory forecasting models predicting low-uncertainty search regions44

for a broad class of objects.45

2. Methodology46

2.1. Leeway Analysis47

A basic formulation of the motion of an object floating at the air-water interface48

is to consider the change in the object’s two-dimensional (horizontal) position with49
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time, x(t), via the ordinary differential equation,50

d

dt
x = u(x, t) (1)

where u(x, t) is the two-dimensional hybrid surface velocity [18]. Several models51

for representing the hybrid surface velocity exist. For instance, based on [4] and52

[19], we consider a model of the form,53

u(x, t) = uc(x, t) + Cwuw(x, t) + C?
wu

?
w(x, t) + · · ·

bw(ûw(x, t), û
?
w(x, t)) + "w(ûw(x, t), û

?
w(x, t))

(2)

where uc(x, t) is the ambient water current velocity (i.e., the average velocity be-54

tween 0.3 and 1.0 m depth), uw(x, t) is the wind velocity (at 10 m height above the55

water surface), Cw is the leeway coefficient in the downwind direction (positive56

downwind), C?
w is the leeway coefficient in the cross-wind direction (positive to57

the right), and the offset vector can be written in terms of downwind and cross-58

wind components,59

bw((ûw(x, t)), û
?
w(x, t)) = bwûw(x, t) + b?

wû
?
w(x, t), (3)

and the (stochastic) error vector similarly can be written,60

"w(ûw(x, t), û
?
w(x, t)) = "wûw(x, t) + "?wû

?
w(x, t), (4)

where the (normalized unit) downwind direction is ûw(x, t), i.e., uw(x, t) = uw(x, t)ûw(x, t),61

where uw(x, t) = kuw(x, t)k. Note that the cross-wind vector, u?
w(x, t) = ⌦uw(x, t),62

is the wind velocity rotated 90� to the right of the downwind direction, where ⌦ is63

the matrix providing a 90� clockwise rotation,64

⌦ =

2

4 0 1

�1 0

3

5 . (5)

Note that Cw, C?
w , bw, b?w , "w, and "?w are all scalars. For this situation, the velocity65

of the object relative to the ambient water current is the leeway velocity, ul(x, t) ⌘66
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u(x, t)� uc(x, t), is given by,67

ul(x, t) = Cwuw(x, t) + C?
wu

?
w(x, t) + bw(ûw(x, t), û

?
w(x, t)) + "w(ûw(x, t), û

?
w(x, t)),

(6)

based on (2). If we can measure the relative velocity, ul(x, t), and the 10 m height68

wind velocity, uw(x, t), as in [4], then we can estimate the coefficients Cw and C?
w69

via linear regression,70

Downwind leeway : ul(x, t) · ûw(x, t) = Cwuw + bw + "w,

Crosswind leeway : ul(x, t) · û?
w(x, t) = C?

wuw + b?
w + "?w .

(7)

By measuring the leeway motion of an object and comparing with the wind speed71

(uw), constrained and unconstrained linear regression provides the slopes (Cw and72

C?
w ), the offsets (bw and b?w), and a measure of uncertainty/error ("w and "?w), usu-73

ally the standard deviation [4]. The difference between constrained and uncon-74

strained approaches is that the former produces a linear fit passing through the75

origin such that the offset is equal to zero. Moreover, in previous studies [4, 8],76

the drift coefficients for crosswind have been decomposed into those for positive77

(+) and negative (�) crosswind behaviors, that is, allowing for non-symmetrical78

drift coefficients, left and right-drifting objects moving differently. In this study,79

we further allow for the possibility of both positive (+) and negative (�) down-80

wind behaviors. Our expanded set of leeway equations is then as follows, where81

the x and t dependence of ul, ûw, and û?
w is understood,82

Positive downwind leeway : if ul · ûw > 0, ul · ûw = C+
wuw + b+

w + "+w ,

Negative downwind leeway : if ul · ûw < 0, ul · ûw = C�
wuw + b�

w + "�w ,

Positive crosswind leeway : if ul · û?
w > 0, ul · û?

w = C?+
w uw + b?+

w + "?+
w ,

Negative crosswind leeway : if ul · û?
w < 0, ul · û?

w = C?�
w uw + b?�

w + "?�
w ,

(8)

Given the different combinations of positive and negative downwind and cross-83

wind leeway, we will summarize results for each of the four quadrants of the lee-84

way space, as shown schematically in Figure 1.85

We note that in Allshouse et al. [18], they simplified the leeway analysis by set-86
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Figure 1: The four quadrants of the two-dimensional leeway space. The axis are the downwind and
crosswind unit vectors, û?

w and ûw, respectively. For example, quadrant 2 has positive downwind
leeway and negative crosswind leeway.

ting C?
w , bw, and "w as being negligible, which gives the simplest hybrid model.87

Given the uncertainties in forecast models of uc(x, t) and uw(x, t), as well as the88

variability in Cw even for the same class of object [4], the simplest model may be89

appropriate in some circumstances. However, the standard approach for estimat-90

ing and using leeway, as used by the U.S. Coast Guard [8], considers the more91

realistic model, (8).92

2.2. Leeway Experiments93

In this study, the leeway parameters Cw and C?
w for a person-in-water sce-94

nario are calculated from experiments conducted both at Claytor Lake in Virginia95

and in coastal waters of the Atlantic ocean south-southeast of Martha’s Vineyard,96

Massachusetts. The two sets of experiments consisted of releasing into the wa-97

ter, as shown in Figure 3, pairs of surface drifters and search-and-rescue training98

manikins with integrated GPS devices for position tracking. The GPS positions99

of the surface drifters and the manikins were used to calculate the flow-relative100

velocity of each manikin, assuming that variation in water surface current is in-101

significant over the distance of the separation between the two. Additionally, a102

quadrotor UAS was employed to measure the velocity of the 10 m AGL wind103

which was influencing the manikin motion. The quadrotor UAS used a model-104
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Figure 2: a) An image of leeway experiments conducted in Claytor Lake, VA on June 25th, 2018. b)
A map of leeway experiments conducter in the ocean south of Martha’s Vineyard, MA on August
7th and 9th, 2018.

based wind sensing approach presented in [17]. Together, flow relative and wind105

velocity measurements were used to calculate the leeway parameters for a person-106

in-water scenario using the analysis presented in Section 2.1 for both the lake and107

ocean environments.108

2.3. Search and Rescue Training Manikin109

The manikins used during lake and ocean leeway experiments are the OSCAR110

dummy manufactured by Emerald Marine Products for person-in-water rescue111

training. As shown in Figure 4, the manikins are each configured from eight heavy-112

duty vinyl bladders with fill/drain fittings, six stainless steel joints, and two gal-113

vanized lifting shackles. Fully extended and filled with water, the manikins weigh114

82 kg, are 2 m tall, and have a chest width of 0.5 m. Prior to leeway experiments,115

each manikin was filled with sufficient water to achieve an upright floating posi-116

tion at chest level. In this configuration, the back and front as well as the left and117

right sides of each manikin are symmetrical.118

2.4. Ambient Sensing Hardware119

2.4.1. Surface Drifter120

The surface current surrounding the search and rescue training manikin dur-121

ing field experiments was measured by tracking the position of a surface drifter122

with a water-proof module as show in Figure 5. Fully deployed, surface drifters123

have a height of 1 m and a width of 1.4 m. This type of drifter is certified to CODE124
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Surface Drifter

OSCAR 
 Manikin

a) b)

c)
d) e)

Figure 3: a) Field experiments conducted to determine the leeway of a person in water using
ambient current and wind velocity measurements obtained from a surface drifter and multirotor
sUAS. b) Maritime research vessel used to base ocean leeway experiments. c) Pixhawk-GPS module
configured to track navigation information at 5 Hz. d) CODE/DAVIS drifter used to measure
ambient flow. e) 3DR Solo quadrotor used to measure wind velocity 10 m wind measurements.

(Coastal Ocean Dynamic Experiment Standards) to drift with estuary and ocean125

surface currents extending a meter below the surface level. The drifter’s position126

was tracked relative to a north-east-down reference frame using GPS antennas tied127

to the center shaft of the surface drifter as shown in Figure 5. Position informa-128

tion from GPS was used to determine velocity of surface currents surrounding the129

search and rescue training manikin.130

2.4.2. GPS Position Tracking131

Two types of GPS receivers were used to track the position of manikin-and-132

drifter pairs during lake and ocean leeway experiments. For leeway experiments133

conducted in Claytor Lake, built-in-house GPS modules were used to track search-134

and-rescue manikins and surface drifters. These GPS modules, referred to as the135

Pixhawk-GPS modules, were developed using sUAS-grade attitude and heading136
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Figure 4: a) A schematic drawing showing the dimensions of the OSCAR search-and-rescue
manikin used during leeway experiments as a PIW surrogate. b) An image of the OSCAR search-
and-rescue manikin drifting next to a CODE/DAVIS surface drifter.

reference systems and GPS antennas. Experiments conducted at sea incorporated137

both the Pixhawk-GPS modules and off-the-shelf SPOT Trace GPS units to track138

search-and-rescue manikins. Surface drifters, on the other hand, were solely in-139

tegrated with SPOT Trace GPS units. The sensor configuration employed during140

ocean experiments provided redundancy and allowed for the performance of the141

two GPS modules to be compared.142

2.4.3. Pixhawk-GPS Modules143

Search-and-rescue manikins were integrated with waterproof Pixhawk-GPS mod-144

ules that were developed in house to track the position of objects drifting in aquatic145

environments. Each Pixhawk-GPS module has a 3s 11.1 Volts Lithium-Polymer146

(LiPo) battery that can last up to 6 hours, a Pixhawk autopilot computer and a147

3DR SiK 900Hz radio for short-range telemetry, and a HERE GPS antenna for po-148

sition tracking. While operating, each Pixhawk-GPS module records position in-149

formation with an update rate of 5 Hz. This resolution in position information150
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Figure 5: a) A schematic with dimensions of the CODE/DAVIS surface drifter used to measure the
water current in a 1-meter column below the surface. b) A CODE/Davis surface and Pixhawk-GPS
module integration.

may potentially provide new information for understanding small-scale dynamic151

effects experienced by drifting assets in aquatic environments. However, for the152

leeway analysis presented in this paper, position information from Pixhawk-GPS153

modules was processed using a 5-minute moving average.154

The magnetic heading as well as the translational and rotational motions of155

each manikin were also measured leveraging the attitude and heading reference156

system inside of each Pixhawk flight autopilot. Each attitude and heading ref-157

erence system has three sets of compasses, accelerometers, and gyroscopes that158

sample measurements with the update rates shown in Table 1. On board each159

Pixhawk, attitude and heading reference system measurements are processed in160

real time using an extended Kalman filter to correct for sensor noise and biases.161

These additional features of Pixhawk-GPS modules were exploited to measure the162

downwind-relative heading of each manikin as well as the wave period.163

2.4.4. SPOT Trace GPS units164

The SPOT Trace GPS units deployed during ocean experiments were used to165

track trajectories of surface drifters and OSCAR Manikins. This GPS system pro-166
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Table 1: Summary of measurements recorded on-board each Pixhawk-GPS module.

Measurement Direct Estimated
Sensor Rate Estimator Rate

Horizontal Position GPS 5 Hz EKF 20 Hz
Heading Magnetometer 5 Hz EKF 20 Hz

Transnational Rates GPS 5 Hz EKF 20 Hz
Angular Rates Gyroscope 50 Hz — —

(a) (b)

Figure 6: a) An image of the Pixhawk-GPS module used to track search-and-rescue manikins and
accompanying surface drifters. b) A schematic drawing showing the front of search-and-rescue
manikins and Pixhawk-GPS modules aligned such that the orientation of each manikin be mea-
sured as the angle between the unit vector n̂ and North.

vides position measurements every 5 minutes (i.e., a sampling rate of 0.0033 Hz)167

when there is an unobstructed view of the sky. Position measurements registered168

by the SPOT Trace GPS are transmitted over cell phone tower networks as a text169

message using standardized communication protocols for short message service170

(SMS). Size-wise, as shown in Figure 7, this GPS unit has a width of 5.13 cm, a171

length of 8.83 cm, and thickness of 2.14 cm. All together, these qualities have made172

this sensor an attractive solution to tracking position of surface drifters during173

ocean deployments.174

2.5. Multirotor sUAS Wind Measurements175

2.5.1. Quadrotor Platform176

The multirotor aircraft used for wind sensing is an off-the-shelf 3DR Solo quadro-177

tor with camera and 3-axis gimbal. The 3DR Solo, as shown in Figure 8, is 25 cm178

tall and has a diagonal span of 46 cm. Fully integrated with gimbal, camera, and179

battery the quadrotor weighs 1.5 kg and has a flight endurance of approximately180
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: a) A schematic with dimensions of the SPOT Trace GPS unit used to track the position of
search-and-rescue manikins and accompanying surface drifters during the ocean experiments con-
ducted on August 7th and 9th, 2018. b) The SPOT Trace units attached to the top of a CODE/DAVIS
surface drifter for position tracking.

15 minutes in pristine atmospheric conditions. The quadrotor is propelled by four181

brushless 880 Kv electric motors and 25 cm x 11.4 cm self-tightening propellers.182

The flight controller on board with quadrotor is a Pixhawk 2.1 Green Cube, which183

has a boat mode feature for operating from a moving platform.184

3. Leeway Experiments Results185

We conducted lake and ocean experiments employing a multirotor sUAS as186

well as built-in-house and off-the-shelf GPS tracking modules to characterize the187

leeway of a person in water. The quadrotor described in Section 2.5.1 was used to188

collect ten-minute wind velocity observations at 10 m ASL. multirotor sUAS wind189

observations were then used to approximate wind conditions for the duration of190

leeway experiments. The Pixhawk-GPS modules, built from sUAS-grade attitude191

and heading reference systems and GPS receivers, were used along with off-the-192

shelf SPOT Trace GPS units to track the position of manikins and surface drifters.193

Additionally, Pixhawk-GPS modules were used to measure the orientation, as well194

as the rotational and translational motion of every manikin. These measurements195
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Figure 8: a) A schematic with dimensions of the multirotor sUAS employed to measure wind
velocity at 10 m ASL.

were then processed to determine the transitional and rotational displacements196

of each manikin relative to downwind and crosswind components. From these197

results we were able to estimate downwind and crosswind leeway parameters.198

3.1. Wind Measurements199

multirotor sUAS wind velocity observations were used to determine the pre-200

vailing wind conditions for the time lapse of lake and ocean leeway experiments.201

In this process, the east and north components of the wind velocity vector uw (i.e.,202

u and v) were averaged over the duration of each flight. The number of aver-203

aged measurements that were collected during each experiment varied based on204

weather minimums for safe multirotor sUAS operations. Table 2 summarizes the205

averaged wind measurements collected during each experiment. The averaged206

wind velocity components u and v were then used to characterize a first-order fit207

to approximate wind conditions for the duration of each manikin release.208

Analysis of wind conditions demonstrated low, moderate, and high wind speeds209

across all three leeway experiments. As shown in Figure 9(a), the downwind con-210
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ditions during lake experiments conducted on June, 25th, 2018 varied between the211

northeast and southeast directions with maximum speed of 2.8 m/s. During the212

ocean experiment conducted on August 7th, 2018, the downwind conditions were213

along the northwest direction with a maximum speed of 12.5 m/s (see Figure 9(b)).214

Finally, as shown in Figure 9(c), downwind wind conditions were along the east-215

northeast direction with maximum speeds reaching 5.1 m/s during ocean field216

experiments conducted on August 9th, 2018.217

Additional experiments were also conducted to validate quadrotor wind esti-218

mates next to conventional in-situ and remote-sensing wind sensors at 10 m above219

ground level. Validation results show quadrotor wind speed estimates to have an220

average mean error of 0.3 m/s and 1.0 m/s relative to wind speed observations221

collected with in-situ and remote-sensing instruments, respectively. The average222

mean error of quadrotor wind direction estimates was measured as 9.9� compared223

to observations from in-situ and remote sensors. Additional details and results of224

validation experiments are presented in Appendix B.225

Table 2: Averaged multirotor sUAS wind velocity measurements collected during lake and ocean
leeway experiments in units of m/s.
Lake Experiments 06/25/2018 Ocean Experiments 08/07/2018 Ocean Experiments 08/09/2018
Time UTC u v U Time UTC u v U Time UTC u v U

14:26 1.0 -0.9 1.3 18:43 6.1 8.4 10.4 15:53 5.6 0.7 5.6
14:41 1.4 -0.5 1.5 19:14 7.1 7.0 10.0 16:08 4.3 1.9 4.7
14:54 1.5 0.7 1.6 19:29 6.0 10.5 12.1 17:13 3.9 1.8 4.3

– – – – – – – – 17:58 4.4 2.5 5.0
– – – – – – – – 18:08 4.6 0.6 4.6

3.2. Position Tracking226

The global position of manikin-and-drifter pairs was tracked during leeway ex-227

periments using Pixhawk-GPS modules and SPOT Trace GPS units in varied con-228

figurations. During the Claytor Lake leeway experiment, Pixhawk-GPS modules229

alone were used to track a single manikin-and-drifter pair. Alternatively, Pixhawk-230

GPS modules were used during ocean experiments to track manikins only. Sur-231

face drifters released into the ocean along with manikins were tracked using SPOT232

Trace GPS units instead. Resolution discrepancies across the two GPS systems233

were reconciled by smoothing Pixhawk GPS measurements to match the temporal234
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 9: a) Wind speed and downwind direction measured during leeway experiments in Claytor
Lake, VA on June 25th, 2018 from 9:59 to 11:03 EDT. b) Wind speed and direction measured during
leeway experiments offshore from Martha’s Vineyard on August 7th, 2018 from 13:58 to 15:58 EDT.
c) Wind speed and direction measured during leeway experiments offshore from Martha’s Vine-
yard on August 9th, 2018 from 10:33 to 14:12 EDT.

resolution of SPOT Trace GPS units using a 5-minute moving average. The accu-235

racy of both GPS systems was also assessed using the validation analysis described236

in Appendix A.2. Results from this assessment demonstrate that in addition to a237

higher resolution, Pixhawk GPS units also have a greater accuracy.238

A single manikin-and-drifter pair was released during the leeway experiments239

conducted in Claytor Lake, VA on June 25th, 2018. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show240

the drifter-and-manikin release broken into two segments (i.e., 1A and 1B) extend-241

ing from 9:59 to 11:03 EDT and 11:11 to 11:49 EDT. The total displacement of the242

manikin during the first and second segments reached 0.24 km and 0.18 km, re-243

spectively (see Table 3). Across both segments, the maximum separation between244

drifter and manikin was measured to be 0.02 km and 0.01 km for segments 1 and245
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: The global position tracking of a manikin-and-drifter pair released in Claytor Lake, VA
on June 25th, 2018 from a) 9:59 to 11:03 and b) 11:11 to 11:49 EDT

2 respectively.246

In total, eight manikin-and-drifter releases were tracked during the ocean lee-247

way experiments. As shown in Figure 11(a), two manikin-and-drifter releases were248

conducted on August 7th, 2018 from 17:58 to 19:58 UTC. Figure 11(b) shows the six249

releases that were performed on August 9th, 2018 from 14:33 to 18:12 UTC. Varied250

drift characteristics were observed across both sets of ocean releases. On August251

7th, 2018, Manikin 2 (i.e., M2) traveled 3.07 km away from its release point while252

Manikin 3 only traveled 1.55 km over a period of an hour and fifty-nine minutes253

(see Table 3). During the August 9th, 2018 experiments, the total displacement of254

manikins ranged from 0.8 km to 4.21 km over a time period of five hours and forty-255

nine minutes. Additionally, as shown in Table 3, manikin-and-drifter separation256

distance varied across all nine releases from 0.16 km to 1.70 km. This information257

combined with the accuracy GPS measurements can help identify the sources of258

error for leeway parameter estimates.259

3.3. Leeway Estimates260

Multirotor wind velocity observations and GPS position information were used261

to determine the downwind and crosswind flow-relative displacement of each262
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: a) Global position tracking of two manikin-and-drifter pairs released into the ocean
southwest of Martha’s Vineyard, MA on August 7th, 2018. b) Global position tracking of six
manikin-and-drifter pairs released into the ocean southeast of Martha’s Vineyard, MA on August
9th, 2018.

Table 3: Summary of the total displacement of manikins and the maximum separation between
manikins and surface drifters during Claytor Lake and ocean leeway experiments.

Manikin Date Duration [hrs:min] Total Distance [km] Maximum Separation [km]

1A Jun. 25th, 2018 1:04 0.24 0.02
1B Jun. 25th, 2018 0:38 0.18 0.01
2 Aug. 7th, 2018 1:59 1.55 0.31
3 Aug. 7th, 2018 1:59 3.07 0.21
4 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 2.87 1.05
5 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 4.31 0.19
6 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 1.26 1.70
7 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 0.80 0.85
8 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 1.51 0.24
9 Aug. 9th, 2018 3:49 2.39 0.16

manikin. As in previous studies (i.e., [4, 8]), this information was utilized to gen-263

erate progressive vector diagrams (PVDs) to assess the downwind and upwind264

displacement divergence and jibing behavior of all nine manikins. Results from265

this analysis are presented in Figures 12(a) and 12(b) for the manikin-and-drifter266

release conducted in Claytor Lake. PVDs for ocean manikin releases are shown in267

Figure 13(a) for manikins whose total displacement did not exceed 0.5 km and in268

Figure 13(b) for manikins whose total displacement was greater than 0.5 km. Sig-269

nificant variability was observed in the divergence of upwind and downwind dis-270
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placement of all nine manikins. Almost all of the manikins exhibited left and right271

divergence for downwind and upwind displacements at separate times. Addition-272

ally, based on the spatial separation between five-minute position averages, differ-273

ent periods of low and high displacement rates were observed for each manikin.274

The frequency and scale of jibes observed also varied throughout the drifting pe-275

riod of each manikin.276

(a) (b)

Figure 12: The progressive vector diagrams for releases conducted in Claytor Lake, VA on June
25th, 2018 from a) 9:59 - 11:03 EDT and b) 11:11-11:49 EDT.

Information from the attitude and heading reference system inside of each277

Pixhawk-GPS module were also used to determine the downwind-relative orienta-278

tion of manikins. These measurements, which are not available with conventional279

GPS systems, can help understand how the drift characteristics of each manikin280

are influenced by downwind-relative orientation. For example, the PVDs shown281

in Figures 14(a) and 15(a) combine the positive and negative divergence patterns of282

downwind and upwind displacements with measurements of downwind-relative283

orientation for Manikins 2 and 8, respectively. From this analysis we observe that284

there were periods of drifting where changes in downwind-relative orientation285

and jibing behavior were significantly correlated. Moreover, from each time series286

of downwind-relative orientation we see that manikins have a tendency to con-287

verge to some orientations more than others.288
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(0,0)

(a)

(0,0)

(b)

Figure 13: a) The progressive vector diagram showing short-rage displacements that do not exceed
0.5 km. b) The progressive vector diagram showing long-rage displacements that exceed 0.5 km.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: a) The progressive vector diagram and downwind-relative orientation of Manikin 2. b)
A time series of the downwind-relative orientation of Manikin 2.

3.4. Leeway Parameter Estimates289

Wind velocity and global positioning information of manikins and accompa-290

nying drifters were also used to characterize leeway parameters following the291

method described in Section 2.1. In this process, downwind and crosswind leeway292

models were characterized as a function of the 10-m wind speed using constrained293
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: a) The progressive vector diagram and downwind-relative orientation of Manikin 8. b)
A time series of the downwind-relative orientation of Manikin 8.

and unconstrained linear regression (see Figures 16-19). Results from constrained294

and unconstrained linear regression, which include slope, offset values and error295

bounds, are shown in Tables 5 and 4, respectively. The downwind and crosswind296

models were used to assess the leeway at 10 m/s as shown in Figures 20(a) and297

20(b). Additionally, leeway speed and divergence at wind speeds of 10 m/s were298

plotted with error bounds included for the constrained and unconstrained cases299

as shown in Figures 20(b) and 20(a). From this analysis, we see the trends in300

divergence for observations corresponding to one of four quadrants in the two-301

dimensional leeway space. Percentage-wise, the leeway for a person in water fell302

in quadrant 1 twenty percent of the time, in quadrant 2 thirty eight percent of the303

time, in quadrant 3 sixteen percent of the time and in quadrant 4 twenty six percent304

of the time.305

4. Discussion306

Nine manikin-and-drifter pairs were released during ocean and lake experi-307

ments to determine the leeway of a person in water. A single release was con-308

ducted in Claytor Lake, Virginia and eight others in the Atlantic Ocean south of309

Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. In all three leeway experiments, a quadrotor310
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: a) First quadrant downwind component of leeway. b) First quadrant crosswind compo-
nents of leeway.

(a) (b)

Figure 17: a) Second quadrant downwind component of leeway. b) Second quadrant crosswind
components of leeway.

was deployed to measure the wind in ten-minute intervals at 10 m ASL. Interpola-311

tion of ten-minute averages of multirotor wind estimates showed the wind condi-312

tions to range between 1.2 m/s and 2.6 m/s during lake experiments and between313

4.3 m/s and 12.5 m/s during ocean experiments. Across all nine manikin-and-314

drifter releases, seven were conducted in wind conditions for which the perfor-315
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: a) Third quadrant downwind component of leeway. b) Third quadrant crosswind com-
ponents of leeway.

(a) (b)

Figure 19: a) Fourth quadrant downwind component of leeway. b) Fourth quadrant crosswind
components of leeway.

mance of quadrotor wind estimation is well validated, i.e., uw <6 m/s (see Ap-316

pendix B). Moreover, the higher wind conditions observed during ocean experi-317

ments were well above the typical 10-m wind speed average of 5 m/s recorded318

at the Martha’s Vineyard Airport. Therefore, although there is a need to test the319

reliability of multirotor wind measurements at higher wind speeds, the validated320
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Table 4: Summary of downwind and crosswind leeway components estimated from unconstrained
linear regression.

Quadrant Downwind Leeway Crosswind Leeway
Cw [%] bw [cm/s] "w [cm/s] C?

w [%] b?w [cm/s] "?w [cm/s]

1 0.56 0.23 2.94 0.07 1.32 1.72
2 -0.05 4.47 3.64 -0.03 4.47 4.82
3 0.03 -5.0 6.75 -0.53 -5.14 5.80
4 -0.62 1.02 2.26 0.24 1.02 1.77

Table 5: Summary of downwind and crosswind leeway components estimated from constrained
linear regression.

Quadrant Downwind Leeway Crosswind Leeway
Cw [%] bw [cm/s] "w [cm/s] C?

w [%] b?w [cm/s] "?w [cm/s]

1 0.59 – 2.94 0.25 – 1.78
2 0.62 – 4.09 -0.70 – 5.17
3 -0.99 – 6.85 -1.57 – 5.94
4 -0.46 – 2.29 0.35 – 1.79
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Figure 20: Distribution of measured manikin leeway values, in each of the four quadrants in the
two-dimensional leeway-space. The downwind (vertical axis) and crosswind (horizontal axis) lee-
way (measured in cm/s) for a hypothetical 10-m height wind speed of 10 m/s. The distance from
the origin indicates leeway speed (cm/s) while the angle relative to the vertical indicates the object’s
divergence from the wind direction (wind blowing upwards along the vertical axis). The ellipses
show crosswind and downwind error. The values for manikins are shown and were studied using
the indirect method. Overall, there is slight bias toward positive downwind and negative cross-
wind leeway, as also seen for persons-in-water in [4]. (a) Values using the unconstrained regression
and (b) the constrained regression.
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performance is well within typical wind conditions expected for Martha’s Vine-321

yard.322

Attitude and heading reference system modules (Pixhawk-GPS) and SPOT Trace323

GPS antennae units were used during leeway experiments to track the drifting324

trajectories of manikins and drifters. Significant variability was observed across325

the displacement of manikin-and-drifter pairs. During the lake experiments, the326

maximum distanced traveled by manikin experiments ranged between 0.18 km327

and 0.24 km. In the ocean, manikin displacements ranged between 1.55 km and328

3.07 km on the first day and between 1.26 km and 4.31 km on the second day. Fur-329

thermore, the separation between manikins and drifters also varied considerably330

during ocean experiments compared to lake experiments. The maximum separa-331

tion between a drifter and its paired manikin was measured as 0.02 km in Claytor332

Lake and 1.70 km in the ocean. Moreover, significant divergence between manikin333

and surface drifter trajectories were observed in the ocean within a distance of334

0.25 km (i.e. Manikin 5 In Figure 11(b)). The difference in manikin and drifter335

displacements across all nine releases is attributed to the difference in surface flow336

uniformity across lake and ocean environments.337

Wind velocity and global position information was used to resolve the flow-338

relative displacement of each manikin with respect to downwind and crosswind339

components. The flow-relative displacement of manikins fell into all four quad-340

rants of the two-dimensional wind-relative reference frame (i.e., the leeway space,341

Figure 1). This result suggests that the manikins experienced both downwind and342

upwind displacements, which could be genuine, suggesting further investigation,343

possibly the result of wind-relative orientation effects. Another possible reason344

for the negative downwind leeway values measures is vertical shear (in the lake)345

or too large of a separation of the manikin from the drifter (in the ocean, that is,346

the manikin experienced a different local current than the drifter), or the effect of347

waves.348

Significant spread in downwind and crosswind leeway measurements was also349

observed for wind speeds of 5 m/s (see Figures 16(a)-18(b)). Considering that the350

validation experiments described in Appendix B demonstrate multirotor wind es-351

timates to be reliable below 6 m/s, the spread in downwind and crosswind leeway352
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components is attributed to limitations of the indirect method measuring flow-353

relative velocity. A review presented in [4] of direct and indirect methods for mea-354

suring flow-relative velocity notes that the indirect method is prone to error as355

drifter and manikin pairs drift apart. Additionally, analysis described in Appendix356

A comparing GPS position observations show the SPOT Trace GPS observations to357

have on average a RMSE of 21 m relative to Pixhawk-GPS measurements. There-358

fore, error in SPOT Trace GPS position measurements, which are differentiated359

over over five-minute intervals to obtain flow-relative velocity measurements, can360

also contribute to the spread of downwind and crosswind leeway observations.361

Flow-relative displacements falling into one of four quadrants of the wind ref-362

erence frame and wind speed measurements were used to characterize four sets of363

downwind and crosswind leeway models. In this process, the leeway parameters,364

and the associated offset and error values, were estimated using constrained and365

unconstrained linear regression (see Figure 20 and Tables 4 and 5). A significant366

subset of leeway parameters were found to be close proximity to person-in-water367

leeway values reported in Figure 1 of [4] based on experiments described in [8].368

The application of multirotor sUAS during leeway experiments provided on-369

demand 10-m height wind observations that otherwise would be challenging to370

attain using conventional wind sensors. The small footprint required to launch,371

operate and recover the multirotors made deployment from a small vessel pos-372

sible. Additionally, the capability to collect wind observations hovering at 10 m373

ASL circumvented the need to extrapolate observations as required in situations374

where wind sensors are located just centimeters above the surface. We do note that375

the short endurance of the multirotor sUAS did present some limitations for safe376

operations.377

The attitude and heading reference system modules enabled new capabilities378

for monitoring drifting manikins. In addition to high-resolution and accurate po-379

sition tracking, these modules provide attitude and heading data, which allow for380

analysis that is not possible with conventional methods that provide only coarsely381

sampled position. High resolution observation of position and orientation allow382

for small-scale measurements that cannot be resolved with coarse measurements383

from conventional GPS sensors. This new capability can aid in potentially new384
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forecasting models which account for rotational dynamics as well.385

We found a number of limitations that need to be addressed in future studies to386

increase the confidence in leeway parameters obtained via the method employed387

in this study. Multirotor wind observations were limited to 10 minutes, due to bat-388

tery life. Additionally, wind estimates need to be validated for the entire range of389

wind conditions higher than 4 m/s. Additional experiments are required next to390

an independent sensor to characterize error in wind estimates over a wide range391

of velocities. Future experiments also need to employ flowmeters for surface cur-392

rent observations as it is possible that significant leeway error may be the result393

of non-uniform flow, that is, the manikin experiences a slightly different flow field394

than its accompanying surface drifter, especially as they drift farther form one an-395

other. Moreover, the last day may be over-sampled in comparison with the entire396

ensemble of data and may not be representative of day-to-day conditions.397

Overall, results from this study demonstrate the potential that multirotor sUAS398

and attitude and heading reference system modules have to improve measure-399

ments with applications to forecasting for search-and-rescue. On-demand multiro-400

tor sUAS wind measurements can circumvent the need to integrate a wind sensor401

onto a drifting object which may affect drifting characteristics and require extrap-402

olation to the 10-m height. Additionally, high-resolution observations of trans-403

lational and rotational motions attained from the attitude and heading reference404

system, GPS antenna and state estimator can help develop higher-fidelity leeway405

models that account for changes in downwind-relative orientation. These models406

can then be used to study how likely are objects to converge to some orientations407

versus others based on geometry.408

Finally, understanding how drifting characteristics are altered by changes in409

downwind-relative orientation, in addition to improving trajectory forecast mod-410

els, can help develop additional technologies for search-and-rescue scenarios. For411

example, personal flotation devices can be developed whose shape can aid a per-412

son in distress drift toward a region where they would be more likely to be found413

(see, e.g., [20]). Ultimately, the combined impacts enabled by multirotor sUAS and414

attitude and heading reference system modules can improve emergency response415

during search-and-rescue events.416
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5. Conclusion417

Multirotor sUAS and sUAS-grade navigation technology can provide high-418

resolution ambient measurements to characterize the leeway of small objects. In419

this paper we present the application of quadrotor and tracking devices built from420

sUAS-grade attitude and heading reference systems and GPS antennas to obtain421

wind velocity and surface current measurements to characterize leeway proper-422

ties of small and irregularly-shaped objects. The reliability of both instruments423

was tested during leeway experiments performed in lake and ocean aquatic envi-424

ronments as well as additional experiments. Results demonstrated that the mul-425

tirotor sUAS technology can be effectively leveraged to gather wind and surface426

current observations needed to estimate leeway parameters. Moreover, high res-427

olution measurements of orientation were found to provide new observations to428

understand how the downwind-relative orientation of manikins affects drifting429

characteristics (i.e., downwind displacement and jibing).430

Future work leveraging multirotor sUAS and derivative technology to char-431

acterize the leeway of small objects needs to address various limitations. First,432

to improve the duration of wind observations without reducing margins of safe433

operations, the multirotor sUAS employed in leeway experiments needs to have434

an endurance that exceeds at least 15 minutes. Second, multirotor wind estimates435

need to be validated next to conventional wind sensors over a higher range of wind436

conditions. Third, leeway experiments need to allow for shorter drifting periods437

to reduce drifter and manikin separation or should employ a flow meter attached438

to the drifting object in lieu of using a surface drifter. Together, these modifica-439

tions can increase the reliability of wind velocity and surface current observations440

attained for leeway characterization of small objects.441
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Appendix A. GPS Performance Assessment468

Appendix A.1. Validation of Pixhawk-GPS Measurements469

To characterize the accuracy of the Pixhawk-GPS modules, field experiments470

were conducted next to a surveyed marker from the National Geodetic Survey.471

The surveyed marker (lat 37.20601, lon -80.41452) is located within grounds of the472

Blacksburg Airport and was accessed with permission from the National Weather473

Service NWS Forecast Office located in Blacksburg, VA. During the experiment,474
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(a) (b)

Figure A.21: Results from field experiments to characterize the position-tracking error of Pixhawk-
GPS modules. a) Top view of the surveyed marker and Pixhawk-GPS measures with 5-m and 10-m
distance radii overlaid. b) Position error measurements determined from Pixhawk-GPS position
measurements recorded over the course of approximately ⇠3 hours.

the Pixhawk-GPS modules were turned on and then left to record position mea-475

surements laying over the surveyed marker from 20:14 to 22:56 EDT. Figure A.21476

shows position measurements from each Pixhawk-GPS module as well as corre-477

sponding position errors relative to the surveyed marker. Results show that the478

total error of Pixhawk-GPS modules is on average 1.87 ± 0.68 m.479

Table A.6: Error analysis comparing Pixhawk-GPS position measurements and surveyed marker.

No. Samples Duration UTC RMSE
East-West North-South Total

1 48,805 20:14-22:56 0.62 m 0.68 m 0.92 m
2 48,485 20:14-22:56 0.66 m 0.96 m 1.17 m
3 48,924 20:14-22:56 1.64 m 1.32 m 2.11 m
4 48,219 20:14-22:56 2.21 m 1.42 m 2.62 m
5 48,997 20:14-22:56 1.72 m 1.63 m 2.37 m
6 48,556 20:14-22:56 1.84 m 0.79 m 2.0 m

mean ± stdev 291,986 total - 1.45 ± 0.66 m 1.13 ± 0.38 m 1.87 ± 0.68 m

Appendix A.2. GPS Performance Comparison480

Following the validation of Pixhawk-GPS modules next to a surveyed marker,481

the performance of the Pixhawk-GPS module and SPOT Trace GPS systems track-482

ing drifting assets were compared. This analysis involved quantifying for all manikin483

releases the RMSE of position measurements obtained from the Pixhawk-GPS and484
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SPOT Trace GPS systems,485

�rS/P =

vuut 1

N

NX

k=1

kxP(k)� xS(k)k2 (A.1)

where xP and xS are the horizontal position vectors recorded by the Pixhawk and486

SPOT Tracker GPS systems and N is the number of measurements in the sam-487

ple. For this assessment, position measurements from the Pixhawk-GPS modules488

were averaged and interpolated to match the 5-minute resolution of SPOT Trace489

GPS measurements. Based on East-West and North-South position measurements,490

shown in Table A.7, the RMSE of total displacement exceed 20 m on average. These491

results suggest that the Pixhawk-GPS modules can track assets with higher reso-492

lution and accuracy.493

Table A.7: Error analysis comparing Pixhawk-GPS modules and SPOT Trace GPS systems.

Track Samples Duration UTC Distance RMSE
East-West North-South Total

1 70 13:15-19:15 9.65 km 20.30 m 8.73 m 11.85 m
2 45 13:21-18:51 10.88 km 8.94 m 22.36 m 24.08 m
3 20 14:09-18:35 6.48 km 12.68 m 5.78 m 13.94 m
4 25 14:05-16:10 3.48 km 18.95 m 24.18 m 30.72 m
5 7 14:41-17:51 6.87 km 18.58 m 11.90 m 22.06 m
6 14 14:44-17:04 7.37 km 21.89 m 6.10 m 22.73 m

mean ± stdev 181 total - 7.5 ± 2.6 km 17 ± 5.0 m 13 ± 8.1 m 21 ± 7.0 m

Appendix B. Quadrotor Wind Sensing494

Appendix B.1. Quadrotor Wind Estimation Framework495

Wind velocity was measured over drifting objects with a quadrotor employing496

the model-based wind estimation algorithm presented in [17]. This approach to497

wind estimation does not require the quadrotor used for wind estimation to carry498

a dedicated flow sensor and air data system, which can shorten the flight duration499

of the quadrotor significantly as a result of the added weight. Instead, wind ve-500

locity measurements are inferred from the quadrotor’s dynamic response to wind501

perturbation using a model-based state estimator. The quadrotor model used for502

wind estimation is a linear time-invariant model characterizing the quadrotor’s503
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(a) (b)

Figure B.22: Ground-based atmospheric sensors used to validate quadrotor wind estimates. a)
WindSonic anemometer mounted on a 10-m telescoping tower. b) The Remtech PA-0 SoDAR capa-
ble of profiling wind velocity from 10 to 200 ASL.

rigid-body flight dynamics in hovering flight. The rigid-body model was charac-504

terized using system identification experiments presented in [17, 21] employing505

the methodology described in [22]. The accuracy of quadrotor wind estimates was506

then assessed through field experiments next to conventional atmospheric sensors.507

Appendix B.2. Validation of Quadrotor Wind Estimates508

Flight experiments to validate quadrotor wind estimates were conducted in an509

open field next to the Virginia Tech Kentland Experimental Aerial Systems (KEAS)510

Laboratory. The validation procedure involved flying the quadrotor next to the511

sonic anemometer and SoDAR sensor shown in Figure B.22 to measure wind ve-512

locity simultaneously. The sonic anemometer used in validation experiments was513

mounted on a telescoping tower 10 m AGL. The SoDAR sensor, on the other hand,514

was fixed at the ground. Performance characteristics of the sonic anemometer and515

SoDAR used in validation experiments are shown in Table B.8. Results from val-516

idation experiments were used to determine the accuracy of quadrotor wind esti-517

mates using sonic anemometer and SoDar wind observations as ground truth.518
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Table B.8: Temporal resolution and accuracy of wind sensors used in validation experiments.

Make/Model Temporal Accuracy
Resolution Wind Speed Wind Direction

Remtech PA-0 SoDAR 300 s < 0.2 m/s above 6 m/s 3� above 2 m/s
Gill GMX541 0.01 s ±3.0% to 40 m/s ±3� to 40 m/s

Appendix B.3. Wind Estimation Validation Results519

The quadrotor wind estimation algorithm was validated via field experiments520

next to the sonic anemometer and SoDAR sensor described in Appendix B.2. Val-521

idation results for three flights taking place between 18:17 and 20:17 are shown522

in Figure B.23. Prevailing wind conditions during this time period were from the523

northwest direction with wind speed varying between 1 m/s and 6 m/s. How524

well wind measurements from the quadrotor and atmospheric sensors agreed was525

determined by quantifying both the root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean526

bias error (MBE). Mean absolute error (MAE) of MBE and RMSE values, shown527

in Table B.9, demonstrate quadrotor and sonic anemometer (SA) measurements to528

be within mean absolute errors of 0.3 m/s for wind speed and 9.9� for wind direc-529

tions. Quadrotor and SoDAR comparisons, on the other hand, show wind speed530

and wind direction measurements to agree within mean absolute errors of 1.0 m/s531

and 9.9�, respectively. Hence, quadrotor wind estimates were found to be compa-532

rable to wind observations from ground-based atmospheric wind sensors for the533

range of wind conditions experienced during validation experiments.534

Validation results of quadrotor wind estimates suggest that the uncertainty of535

leeway parameters associated with wind estimation errors to be small when wind536

speed conditions are below 6 m/s. However, this range of wind conditions is not537

sufficiently representative of the entire range of wind conditions at sea. For this538

reason, more validation experiments are required to characterize how the error539

of multirotor wind estimates increases with intensity of wind speed conditions.540

Knowing this relationship is critical toward understanding how the uncertainty of541

leeway parameters will be affected by error in multirotor wind measurements.542
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(a) Quadrotor-based wind estimates between 18:04 and 18:16 EST.
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(b) Quadrotor-based wind estimates between 18:18 and 18:28 EST.

Figure B.23: Wind speed and direction from the sonic anemometer, Remtech SoDAR, and quadrotor
at 10 m above ground level (AGL).

Table B.9: Comparison of five-minute averages of wind speed and wind direction observations col-
lected from the quadrotor, SA, and SoDAR at 10 m AGL on June, 5th 2018 from 18:05 to 20:17 EDT.
Flight Time Wind Speed MBE Wind Speed RMSE Wind Direction MBE Wind Direction RMSE

EDT SA SR-SoDAR SA SA SR-SoDAR SA

18:05-18:15 0.0 m/s 1.2 m/s 0.8 m/s 7.0� �4.0�
57.6�0.5 m/s 0.7 m/s 4.0� �6.0�

18:19-18:27 -0.5 m/s -0.8 m/s 0.6 m/s 4.7� 12.7� 260.6�

20:08-20:17 - 0.1 m/s -1.2 m/s 0.4 m/s �23.6� �17.0� 374.5�

MAE 0.3 m/s 1.0 m/s 0.6 m/s 9.9� 9.9� 230.9
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